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Abstract— We propose a new probabilistic temporal logiciLTL
which captures properties of systems whose state can be repre-
sented byprobability mass functions (pmf’s). Using iLTL, we can
specify reachability to a state (i.e., a pmf), as well as properties
representing the aggregate (expected) behavior of a system. We
then consider a class of systems whose transitions are governed
by a Markov Chain–in this case, the set of states a system may
be in is specified by the transitions of pmf’s from all potential
initial states to the final state. We then provide a model checking
algorithm to check iLTL properties of such systems. Unlike
existing model checking techniques, which either compute the
portions of the computational paths that satisfy a specification,
or evaluate properties along a single path of pmf transitions, our
model checking technique enables us to do a complete analysis on
the expected behaviors of large scale systems. Desirable system
parameters may also be found as a counterexample of a negated
goal. Finally, we illustrate the usefulness of iLTL model checking
by means of two examples: assessing software reliability, and
ensuring the results of administering a drug.

I. I

Markov processes have long been used as a probabilistic
model for real world systems in a number of disciplines such as
economics, biology, chemistry, and engineering. The popularity
of Markov process can be explained by two useful properties of
Markov processes, thememoryless propertyand theunique limit-
ing probability distribution property.1 The memoryless property,
often referred to simply as theMarkov property, simplifies the
computation of the future probability distributions over the possi-
ble concrete statesof a system.2 The unique limiting probability
distribution property simplifies thesteady state analysisof a sys-
tem. Based on these two properties, many useful applications of
steady state analysis have been carried out: queuing systems [19],
the performance analysis of communication protocols [38],[36],
and the reliability analysis of software systems [32].

Compared to steady state analysis,transient state analysishas
drawn relatively less attention. We believe this is partly because
transient state analysis is difficult without the aid of computer
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1Not every Markov process has a unique limiting probability distribution,
but it is a commonly used assumption and many interesting Markov chains
have this property.

2In this paper, we use the termstatefor probability distributions, as opposed
to the concrete states represented by each probability distribution. In particular,
the existence of a steady state implies that there is a limiting probability
distribution.

automation: while the steady state of a system can be determined
simply by the structure of the Markov process governing its
transitions, transient states depends on numerous possible initial
conditions. Nonetheless, it is often necessary to analyze the
transient state of a system. The intuition behind understanding
the importance of transient analysis is as follows. Observethat
the normal function of a system may be represented by its
steady state, while transient states occur during perturbations to a
system. We conjecture thatanomalousbehaviors are more likely
to occur in the course of perturbations to a system than during
its normal operations. In fact, there are systems in which the
study of transient states is of primary interest. For example, in
Pharmacokineticsin the states of a system during the time when
the drug is still being actively metabolized, i.e., during transient
states when the drug concentration levels are changing.

We propose a probabilistic temporal logic callediLTL and
provide a model checking algorithm for iLTL formulas when the
system meets certain requirements.3 Specifically, one can specify
properties of the transitions ofprobability mass functions(pmf’s)
using iLTL. We provide a new model checking algorithm which
allows us to check the iLTL properties of systems whose behavior
is governed byDiscrete Time Markov Chains(DTMCs). Recall
that model checking is a state exploration technique; our model
checking algorithm checks that the specification is satisfied over
all pmf’s starting from each possible initial pmf.

To the best of our knowledge, no other technique has attempted
to check pmf transitions from all possible initial pmf’s. Existing
approaches either analyze the portions of computational paths that
satisfy a given specification [16], [2] or they analyze a single path
corresponding to the pmf transitions from a given initial pmf [9].
Observe that the transitions of a pmf for a Markov process are
linear, rather to branching. In other words, given an initial pmf,
its trailing pmf predictions are deterministic. Checking asingle
linear path might be relatively straightforward; what makes iLTL
model checking useful is that it evaluates on pmf transitions from
all possible initial pmf’s.

Because pmf transitions of Markov processes are linear, andthe
choice of initial pmf’s is nondeterministic,Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) [27] has a suitable set of temporal connectives to describe
the evolution of such systems. iLTL shares the logical and the
temporal operators of LTL, which makes the logic expressiveand

3We first described the logic and basic model checking algorithm in a
conference paper [21]. The software reliability example appeared in work-
shop [24]. The analysis of multiple Markov Chains, the Pharmacokinetics
example, and some of the details in this journal paper have not been previously
published.
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intuitive in its interpretation over linear paths. However, there are
differences between LTL and iLTL: the states and the computa-
tional paths of LTL are the concrete states of the model and their
sequences, whereas the states whose properties are represented
by iLTL are the pmf’s generated by the pmf transitions. As
mentioned earlier, each pmf represents a probabilistic distribution
over the concrete states of a system.

The atomic propositions of iLTL are equalities or inequalities
aboutexpectedrewards. Each equality defines a hyperplane, and
each inequality defines a half space in the pmf space. By taking
the intersections of these subspaces, one can specify a convex
region, and by taking unions or complements of the convex
regions, one can specify arbitrary regions in the pmf space.
Moreover, iLTL’s temporal operators enable one to specify how
these regions should change over time. In the model checking
process, the regions in a future pmf spaces are transformed into
their corresponding regions in the initial pmf space using anormal
form. Observe that the nondeterminism in the choice of initial pmf
hasuncountablymany choices. These uncountably many choices
in the initial pmf’s are resolved by the feasibility checking of the
regions in the collapsed time frame.

iLTL model checking enables new forms of system analysis
that are not possible using existing approaches. Specifically, iLTL
provides three advantages over current analysis methods:

1) The iLTL specification on pmf transitions enables analysis of
large-scale systems. Suppose that there is a system of 100 nodes
each of which has 3 possible states. This system has 3100 (global)
concrete states, a number making it impossible to even enumerate
the concrete states. For such systems, iLTL allows us to specify
properties based on statistical abstractions. For example, iLTL can
be used to specify requirements for availability, reliability, energy
consumption, etc.

2) Our model checking algorithm for iLTL specifications covers
all initial states to the final steady state, providing complete-
ness in system analysis. By way of contrast, simulation based
analysis techniques such as Monte Carlo simulations [5] do
not guarantee the nonexistence of a counterexample. Similarly,
analysis techniques based on a single initial state do not provide
completeness. In particular, using these existing techniques, one
cannot completely evaluate systems whose state estimates are
given as interval estimates.

3) Using our model checking algorithm, users can not only
check thesatisfiability of the specification, they can alsocom-
pute desirable parameters. The counterexample generated by our
model checking is an initial pmf which violates a specification.
Thus, by checking for counterexamples to the negation of a goal,
one can compute desirable initial pmf’s. For example, in thedrug
administration case study (Section VI-B), we compute the desired
dose as a counterexample of a negated goal.

The iLTL model checking tool, iLTLChecker [1], [22],
is available from http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/˜ykwon4/cgi/
iLTL.html.

II. RW

The concurrent systems are often modeled by a labeled tran-
sition system calledKripke structure [18]; the computational
paths of a Kripke structure result from nondeterministic choices
inherent in a concurrent execution. Temporal logics such asLinear
Temporal Logic (LTL) [27], [17], Computational Tree Logic
(CTL) [12], and CTL* [13] have been developed to describe the

properties of concurrent systems. Of these, CTL* is the most
expressive: it allows an unrestricted use of temporal operators
and path quantifiers. CTL is a restricted form of CTL* in which
every temporal operator is prefixed with a path quantifier. Because
of the restriction on temporal operators, the truth value ofeach
subformula can be recursively determined at the nodes of the
Kripke structure, which leads to an efficient, polynomial time
model checking algorithm. LTL is another restricted form of
CTL*; LTL does not allow any path quantifiers except for an
implicit universal path quantifier at the root of the specification.
Thus, LTL specifies properties that are true for all paths of
a Kripke structure. However, unlike CTL, there is no efficient
polynomial time algorithm for LTL model checking.

If we add probability to a Kripke structure, then there are
probabilistic extensions to the temporal logic, such as PCTL [16],
PCTL* [3], and Continuous Stochastic Logic(CSL) [4], [20].
These logic replace the universal or the existential path quantifiers
of the traditional temporal logic with the probability of satisfac-
tion or the probability of a violation. That is, these logic build a
probability space on the set of all computational paths and assign
a probability measure to the events of paths that satisfy each
subformula of the specification. The path quantifiers of CTL and
CTL* are replaced with comparisons about the probability that
the subformula will be satisfied.

In PCTL-like logics, probabilities do not represent the likeli-
hood that a process is in a certainstate; rather the likelihood that
a computational pathsatisfies a given specification. Consider a
simple example. Suppose a probabilistic automatonM consists
of two statesA and B; in each state it moves to other state
with probability 1. In a PCTL-like logic, a specification like the
probability of M being in A state is always larger than 0.3is
false, because on each step of a pathM changes state: P[M = A]
is either 0 or 1. Now, suppose that there are 100 processes such
that initially 50 of them are in stateA and the other 50 are
in stateB. Now 50% of processes are always of the processes
in the stateA. Thus, it is reasonable to assert that depending
on the initial probability distribution, the specificationmay be
satisfiable. To specify this property in a PCTL-like logic, we
have to represent the transitions of multiple processes by building
a Cartesian product consisting of multiple Markov processes.
However, the resulting state space grows exponentially in the
number of processes.

Two approaches to address the above state explosion problem
(and save storage) are lumping symmetric states [8], and using ef-
ficient data structures such as Multi-valued Decision Diagram [30]
or Matrix Diagram [11]. Even with these approaches, specifying
the statistical properties of very large state space systems is not
tractable. For example, the concentration levels of a drug at
different organs changes as the drug molecules moves from one
organ to another. Because each drug molecule can be modeled as
a DTMC, millions of them will define a system where the total
number of (global) states is the number of local states raised to
its millionth power.

Constructing a DTMC orContinuous Time Markov Chain
(CTMC) models for the real system could be challenging, es-
pecially when the system states have complex interactions.One
approach to construct such a probabilistic model from abstract de-
scriptions about the system isStochastic PEPA[9]. In Stochastic
PEPA, the system behaviors are described by a process algebra
in which actions have been extended with their rates. From this
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description, a CTMC can be obtained on which an ODE based
quantitative evaluation is possible. In [9] this method is applied
to a cell biology problem. However, the analysis carried outonly
from a specified state. We believe, iLTL could provide an insight
about a system because it analyzes behavior from all possible
initial states.

The Markov model of a real systems can be obtained by
sampling the system. For example, in [23], we estimatedd a
DTMC from the samples of aWireless Sensor Network(WSN)
consisting of 90 nodes and measuring its behavior. iLTL has been
used for the quantitative evaluations of two sorts: the performance
of WSNs [23], [29], and the reliability of software systems [24].
Two important extensions of iLTL have been defined: inspiredby
how state is handled in iLTL, theLinear Spatial-Superposition
Logic is a logic used to specify and reason about properties
of Cardiac Myocytes[15]. Another extension to iLTL,Linear
Temporal Logic for Control(LTLC), enables us to specify the
properties ofgeneral linear systems[25]: here the pmf transitions
of a Markov chain can be regarded as a homogeneous output
of a linear system with zero external input. LTLC allows finite
sequence of inputs to be used in model checking. The external
input in LTLC specifications accounts for nondeterminism that
the DTMC models of iLTL do not have.

III. M  CM

We first defineDiscrete Time Markov Chain(DTMC) models
and briefly describe some of their relevant properties. We then
define theMarkov Reward Model(MRM). The atomic proposi-
tions of iLTL involve comparisons ofexpected rewardsbased on
this model.

A. Discrete Time Markov Chain Model

Let S be a countable set of states and letP = (Ω,F ,P) be a
probability space, whereΩ is a sample description space,F ⊆ 2Ω

is a Borelσ field of events, and P :F → [0, 1] is a probability
measure. ADiscrete Time Markov Chain(DTMC) is a function
X : IN×Ω→ S satisfying the following memoryless property [31]:

P[X(t) = st | X(t − 1) = st−1, . . . ,X(0) = s0]

= P[X(t) = st | X(t − 1) = st−1],

where P[X(t) = s] stands for P({ζ ∈ Ω : X(t, ζ) = s}). A DTMC
X : IN × Ω→ S may be represented by alabeled directed graph
called aState Transition Diagram(STD), where:
• the nodes of the graph represent the statesS. Note that by

state here, we refer to the concrete state of an element in the
system.

• the directed edges of the graph represent possible transitions
from the state labeled with the conditional probabilities of the
corresponding transition [36]. Thus there is an edge{(sj , si)
if P[X(t) = si | X(t − 1) = sj ] , 0}.

In this paper, we represent the STDTX for a Markov processX
by a tuple:

TX = (S, M ),

whereS = {s1, . . . , sn} is a set of states andM ∈ IRn×n is a proba-
bility transition matrix such thatM i j = P[X(t) = si |X(t − 1) = sj ].

To simplify the explanation, we define aprobability vector
functionx : IN → IRn×1 such that

x(t) = [ P[X(t) = s1] · · · P[X(t) = sn] ]T . (1)

The probability vector functionx corresponds to the compu-
tational path of classical LTL which at timet is in the state
represented by the pmf vectorx(t). Using the probability vector
function, we can rewrite the prediction equation

P[X(t) = si ] =
n

∑

j=1

P[X(t) = si |X(t − 1) = sj ] · P[X(t − 1) = sj ]

concisely as follows:

x(t) = M · x(t − 1) = M t · x(0). (2)

BecauseM is a probability transition matrix, its elements are
non-negative, the sum of each column adds up to one, and the
absolute values of its eigenvalues are not larger than 1. The
condition about the column sum ensures that 1 is an eigenvalue of
all probability transition matrices: the matrixM − I is a singular
matrix because the sum of all row vectors is the zero vector [37].

Suppose that the probability matrixM is diagonalizable4 such
that M = P · Λ · P−1. Then, we can easily computeM t as P ·
Λ

t · P−1. Observe thatΛt is a diagonal matrix ofλt
i , whereλi

is the ith diagonal element ofΛ. Similarly, eM
= P · eΛ · P−1,

where eΛ is a diagonal matrix ofeλi . Because limt→∞ λt
i = 0

if |λi | < 1, the limiting pmf x(∞) is determined solely by the
columns ofP that correspond to the eigenvalue 1. Suppose that
there is an eigenvalueλ , 1 such that|λ| = 1. Then, because
λt changes phases without being diminished,λ is an oscillating
mode that preventsx(t) from converging to a limiting pmf. Note
that if more than one eigenvalue is equal to 1, the limiting pmf is

not unique. For example, letM =
[

0 1
1 0

]

andM ′ =
[

1 0
0 1

]

.

Then, for anyp ∈ [0, 1], M alternates pmf’s between [p, 1− p]T

and [1− p, p]T forever, because it has an eigenvalue−1. Also,
becauseM ′ has two eigenvalues of 1, for anyp ∈ [0, 1], the
pmf [p, 1 − p]T can be a limiting pmf. However, if the absolute
values of all eigenvalues is strictly less than 1 except for the 1,
the DTMC has a unique limiting pmf.

It should be noted that some systems are more naturally
represented byContinuous Time Markov Chains. Fortunately
conversions between DTMCs and CTMCs are possible; the
discrete sequence of pmf’sx(t) with t ∈ IN can be obtained
by periodically sampling the continuous pmf transitions ofa
CTMC. This conversion is useful when building a bigger system
by combining multiple subsystems [26]. However, DTMCs with
different sampling periods cannot be combined directly. There are
techniques, such as Stochastic PEPA [9], that can build a CTMC
out of abstract descriptions of a system. Suppose (S,R) is a STD
of a CTMC, whereR is a rate matrix such that

d
dτ

x(τ) = R · x(τ), τ ∈ IR.

By solving the differential equation, we getx(τ) = eR·τ·x(0). Thus,
the discrete sequencex(T · t) can be obtained from the DTMC
whose STD is (S, eR·T ), whereT is a sampling period. The main
challenge is pick an appropriate sampling period.

4The matrices that are not diagonalizable are calleddefectivematrices;
they lack the full set of independent eigenvectors. However, the full set of
eigenvectors can be easily recovered by slightly changing the matrix [37].
Because of the continuous nature of probabilities, a slightchange in the matrix
has a negligible effect on behavior.
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B. Multiple Discrete Time Markov Chain Model

When evaluating the performances of a system, we often
compare the system against one or more reference systems.
For this comparison, we need to model parallel pmf transitions
of multiple systems. Fortunately, such parallel behaviorscan
be simply modeled by taking a disjoint union of the multiple
DTMCs.

A multiple DTMC model is a set of DTMCs. Suppose that
there is a set ofn DTMCs {X(1), . . . ,X(n)}, whereX(i) is a DTMC
with TX(i) = (S(i),M (i)) for i = 1, . . . , n. If we assume that the set
of statesS(i) are disjoint5 (S(i) ∩ S( j)

= ∅ if i , j) then we can
use the STD representation of the single DTMC for the multiple
DTMC modelM as well:TM = (S,M ), where

S = S(1) ∪ · · · ∪ S(n), M =



























M (1) 0
. . .

0 M(n)



























.

In fact,M can be regarded as a DTMC and can benefit from the
useful results of DTMC theories. The block diagonal matrixM
is a probability transition matrix because each element is non-
negative and each column adds up to one. However, this matrix
does not transfer a single pmf; it transfers an array of pmf’s.
With this fact in mind, we extend the definition of the probability
vector functionx : IN → IR|S|×1 as follows

x(t) =

[

x(1)(t)T , . . . , x(n)(t)T
]T
.

Observe thatx(t) is not a pmf: its sum adds up ton and
it is structured such that the partial sums corresponding to
each individual probability vector add up to one. The extended
probability vector functionx defines the parallel pmf transitions
of individual DTMCs, and its value at timet is a snapshot of
the parallel systems; the extendedx and x(t) correspond to the
computational path and the state of the classical LTL. With this
extended definition, the prediction Equation (2) still holds for the
multiple DTMC model:

x(t) = M t · x(0). (3)

Because we extensively use the eigenvalues and the eigenvec-
tors ofM andM (i), we index them by their absolute values so that
we can easily reference them: we name the eigenvalues ofM (i) as
λ

(i)
1 , . . . , λ

(i)
|S(i) |

such that|λ(i)
1 | ≥ · · · ≥ |λ

(i)
|S(i) |
| and the eigenvalues of

M as λ1, . . . , λ|S| where |λ1| ≥ · · · ≥ |λ|S||. We also designate
the common eigenvalue 1 of all Markov probability matrices
as λ(i)

1 for M (i) and λ1, . . . , λn for M . We call the eigenvectors
corresponding toλ(i)

a andλa, respectively,v(i)
a andva

Observe thatM has a unique limiting state if|λn+1| < 1:
because|λ(i)

2 | < 1 for i = 1, . . . , n, each individual DTMC
X(i) has a unique limiting pmfx(i)(∞) = ci · v

(i)
1 , where ci =

1/(
∑|S(i) |

j=1 v(i)
1 j). Thus, the unique limiting state ofM is x(∞) =

[x(1)(∞)T , . . . , x(n)(∞)T ]T .

C. Markov Reward Model

A Markov Reward Model(MRM) is a Markov chain ex-
tended with areward functionthat associates reward values with
states [10]. The reward associated with a state can be regarded
as an earned value when a process visits that state. As we show

5This assumptions can be easily achieved by renaming, using fresh names,
the states whose names clash.

later in this section, many interesting properties can be expressed
in MRM.

We represent a Markov reward model as a triple (S,M , r),
where (S,M ) is a STD of a DTMC andr : S → IR is a
reward function. We extend the definition of MRM to the multiple
DTMC model by takingS as the domain ofr. Becauser is
defined across the states of individual DTMCs, we can compare
different DTMCs together. In this paper, we consider only the
time invariant rewards which can be represented by a constant
row vectorr ∈ IR1×|S| as follows:

r i = r(si) for i = 1, . . . , |S|.

The expected reward at timet can be written as

E[r ](t) =
n

∑

i=1

∑

s∈S(i)

r(s) · P[X(i)(t) = s] = r · x(t).

The atomic propositions of iLTL are comparisons between the
expected rewards. Many interesting properties about DTMCscan
be expressed in this form. For example, comparisons betweentwo
probabilities can be written as follows:

P[X(i)(t) = s1] > P[X( j)(t) = s2] ⇔ E[r ](t) > 0,

where r(s1) = 1, r(s2) = −1, and r(s) = 0 for the other states.
Future probabilities can also be expressed as an expected reward:

P[X(k)(t) = si ] =
∑

sj∈S

r(sj) · P[X(k)(0) = sj ], wherer(sj) =
(

M t
)

i j
.

When evaluating the performances of Markov processes, accu-
mulated rewards are often computed. For example, we may be
interested in the expected total energy required to complete an
application. Because accumulated rewards are frequently used,
we define a special operatorQ such that:

Q[X(t) = s] =

∞
∑

τ=t

P[X(τ) = s].

With this operator, the accumulated expected rewards can be
expressed as simply as

∞
∑

τ=t

∑

s∈S

r(s) · P[X(τ) = s] =

∑

s∈S

r(s) ·Q[X(t) = s].

Note that the sum does not always exist. If the reward vectorr
is not orthogonal to the limiting state vectorx(∞), then the sum
diverges. Thus, in this paper we restrict the use ofQ operator
to the cases wherer · x(∞) = 0. Given this restriction, the
accumulated reward can be expressed as an expected reward as
follows: Let P · Λ · P−1 be a diagonalization of the probability
matrix M ∈ IR|S|×|S| and let r be a reward vector such that
r · x(∞) = 0. Then,

∞
∑

τ=t

r · x(τ) = (r ·Q) · x(t), where

Q = P ·



























s(λ1) 0
. . .

0 s(λ|S|)



























· P−1,

s(λi) =

{ 1
1−λi

if λi , 1
0 otherwise.
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Becauser is orthogonal to the steady state vector, we can safely
replace the summation forλi = 1 with 0. TheQ operator can also
be defined as an expected reward as follows:

Q[X(t) = si ] =

|S|
∑

j=1

Qi j · P[X(t) = sj ].

In case of transient states, where P[X(∞) = si ] = 0, we can write
∑∞
τ=t P[X(τ) = si ] = Q[X(t) = si ].

IV. LTL: A P T L

We now describe the syntax and the semantics of iLTL. As
mentioned earlier, iLTL has the same logical and temporal oper-
ators as LTL, but its specifications are over states that are pmf’s,
whereas states in LTL are elements of a Kripke structure. In fact,
in an LTL for a DTMC, states would correspond to what we called
concrete states. Note that the cardinality of the pmf state space
is uncountable. The atomic propositions of iLTL are comparisons
between expected rewards; their values are evaluated, as needed,
in the pmf space (instead of being predefined as in LTL). We
define anormal formof atomic propositions. Using the normal
form enables us to transform atomic propositions about future
pmf’s into atomic propositions about the initial pmf’s.

A. Syntax

The syntax of an iLTL formulaψ is as follows:

ψ : : = T | F | ap | ( ψ ) |

¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ψ ∧ ψ | ψ→ ψ | ψ↔ ψ |

X ψ | ψ U ψ | ψ R ψ | � ψ | ^ ψ

ap : : = exp Z exp

exp : : = mexp|mexp+ exp|mexp− exp

mexp : : = num| term| num· term

term : : = pop[proc = state] | pop[proc(nat) = state]

pop : : = P | Q

Z : : = < | ≤ | = | ≥ | >

whereproc is a DTMC, state is its state,num is a real number,
and nat is a natural number. Interm, we introduce a time
offset in the syntax,pop[proc(nat) = state], to refer to future
probabilities. Because theQ operator can be expressed as a
Markov reward form, with a little abuse of notation, we write
“
∑

r i ·P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c” as a representative syntax for the atomic
propositionsap. We call the set of all atomic propositionsAP.

B. Normal Form

Before we explain the semantics of iLTL, we define the
normal formof atomic propositions. In the normal form, atomic
propositions about future pmf’s are converted to predicates about
initial pmf’s. The conversion is explained by helper functions
nterm, nexp, and n that compute expected reward vectors, anda
andaset that convert atomic propositions to their normal forms.

Let M be a multiple DTMC model withTM = (S,M ), then
constants and probabilities with time offsets are converted to a
reward vector bynterm : (S ∪ IR) × IN → IR1×(|S|+1) defined as

nterm(k, t) =

{
[

(M t)i∗ 0
]

if k ∈ S is si

[0 k] if k ∈ IR,

where (M t)i∗ is the ith row of M t. Let x′ : IN → IR(|S|+1)×1 be
x′(t) =

[

x(t)T , 1
]T

, and letX be a DTMC ofM, then

nterm(k, t) · x′(0) =

{

P[X(t) = k] if k ∈ S
k if k ∈ IR.

Let ap be the atomic proposition “
∑m

i=1 r i ·P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c”,
then the functionnexp : AP→ IR1×(|S|+1) which converts theexps
of ap to a reward vector is defined as:

nexp(ap) =















m
∑

i=1

r i · nterm(ki , ti)















− nterm(c, 0).

With nexp the following holds:

m
∑

i=1

r i · P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c

⇔ nexp















“
m

∑

i=1

r i · P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c”















· x′(0) Z 0.

The extra dimension in the extended state vectorx′ and the
conversion functionnterm can be naturally introduced by adding
a single state DTMC toM such thatTM′ = (S ∪ {s},M ′),

whereM ′ =
[

M 0
0 1

]

and s is a fresh state. Because the extra

dimension innterm andx′ can be explained by a multiple DTMC
model, we drop the prime mark when it is obvious from the
context.

We define the functionn : AP× IN → IR(|S|+1)×1 to introduce
the time index into the conversion as follows:

n(ap, t) = nexp(ap) ·M ′ t.

With the conversion function, the following holds.

m
∑

i=1

r i · P[X(i)(t + ti) = ki ] Z c

⇔ nexp















“
m

∑

i=1

r i · P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c”















· x(t) Z 0

⇔ n















“
m

∑

i=1

r i · P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c” , t















· x(0) Z 0.

Observe that the reward vector of the second line is evaluated
at the state at timet, and the reward vector of the third line is
evaluated at the initial state. Using the normal form, we convert
the satisfiability problems ofx(t) for t > 0 into those ofx(0).
That is, after this conversion, we can disregard the probability
transition dynamics of DTMCs in the model checking process.

Finally, we define a conversion functiona : AP× IN → AP that
converts anap to its normal form. Using theλ notation,

a(ap, t) = λz . (n(ap, t) · z Z 0)

wherez is an array of pmf’s. We also defineaset : 2AP × IN →
2AP so that the normalization can be applied to a set of atomic
propositions

aset(A, t) = {a(ap, t) : ap ∈ A},

and writeaset(A, t)(z) for
∧

ap∈A a(ap, t) · z.
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M, z |= T
M, z 6|= F
M, z |= “

∑

i r i · P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c”
⇔ nexp(“

∑

i r i ·P[X(i)(ti) = ki ] Z c”) ·z Z 0
M, z |= ¬ψ ⇔ M, z 6|= ψ
M, z |= ψ ∧ φ ⇔ M, z |= ψ andM, z |= φ
M, z |= ψ ∨ φ ⇔ M, z |= ψ orM, z |= φ
M, z |= X ψ ⇔ M,M · z |= ψ
M, z |= ψ U φ ⇔ there isj ≥ 0 such thatM,M j ·z |= φ

andM,M i ·z |= ψ for i = 0, . . . , j−1
M, z |= ψ R φ ⇔ for all i ≥ 0 if M,M j · z 6|= ψ for

0 ≤ j < i thenM,M i · z |= φ.

Fig. 1. Ternary satisfaction relation|=: whether the modelM with TM =
(S,M ) satisfies the specification at a statez.

C. Semantics

An iLTL formula comprises atomic propositions, logical con-
nectives,¬, ∨, ∧, →, ↔, and temporal connectivesX , U , R ,
� , ^ . An atomic proposition of iLTL is a comparison between
the expected rewards. The meaning of an atomic proposition at
any given timet is whether the comparison at the time satisfies
the usual meaning ofZ. In the normal form, this comparison is
transformed to a comparison about expected rewards at the initial
time step.

The meaning of logical operators is as follows.¬ψ is true if
and only ifψ is false;ψ∨ φ is true if and only ifψ or φ are true;
andψ∧φ is true if and only ifψ andφ are both true. Implies (→)
is defined asψ → φ ⇔ ¬ψ ∨ φ and equivalent (↔) is defined
asψ↔ φ ⇔ (ψ→ φ) ∧ (φ→ ψ).

The meaning of temporal operators is as follows.Xψ is true if
and only if ψ is true at the next step;ψ U φ is true if and only
if φ eventually becomes true and untilφ becomes trueψ is true;
ψ R φ is true if and only ifφ is true whileψ is false. The other
operators can be defined in terms of these:� ψ is true if ψ is
always true, which is equivalent toF R ψ; and^ ψ is true if ψ
eventuallybecomes true, which is equivalent toT U ψ.

Formally, the semantics of iLTL formulas is defined by a binary
satisfaction relation|= ⊂ M × ψ. In order to help explain the
binary satisfaction relation|=, we define an overloaded ternary
satisfaction relation|= ⊂ M × IR|S| × ψ which is described in
Figure 1. For simplicity, we writeM |= ψ for (M, ψ) ∈ |= and
M, z |= ψ for (M, z, ψ) ∈ |=.

The ternary satisfaction relation is about a single pathx with
x(0) = z: whether the state transitions from the given initial
state satisfy the iLTL formula. Using the definition of the ternary
satisfaction relation, the binary satisfaction relation|= is defined
as:

M |= ψ ⇔ M, z |= ψ for all initial statez.

The binary satisfaction relation is about all paths:M is a model
of ψ if and only if all pathsx starting from every initial statez
satisfyψ.

V. M C

We present two iLTL model checking algorithms: (1) an
intuitive algorithm based onDisjunctive Normal Form(DNF),
and (2) a more efficient algorithm based on a Büchi automaton.
We also prove the soundness of iLTL model checking and find
the conditions under which iLTL model checking is complete.

Before we explain the details of the model checking algorithms,
we examine a simple model checking example here. This simpli-
fied example explains the key ideas of the iLTL model checking
algorithm.

Example 1: Let M be a DTMC withTM = ({A, B},M ), where

M =

[

0.5 0
0.5 1

]

.

M has a sink stateB, and on every step the probability P[M(t) = A]
is halved. Suppose that we want to know whether P[M(t) = B] >
0.8 within two steps if P[M(0) = A] > 0.9 initially.

To explain the problem, suppose we have the atomic proposi-
tions: follows.

a : P[M = A] > 0.9, b : P[M = B] > 0.8, b′ : P[M = B] ≤ 0.8.

Let an iLTL formula ψ be a → (b ∨ X b ∨ X X b). Then, the
problem is checking whetherM |= ψ. BecauseM |= ψ if and only
if M, z |= ψ for all initial pmf’s z, we find an initial pmfz such
that M, z |= ¬ψ is a counterexample. The negated specification
¬ψ is a ∧ b′ ∧ X b′ ∧ X X b′. We can write it in the following
vector form, which is the normal form except for the place of the
constant term:

[ 1 0 ] · z > 0.9 ∧ [ 0 1 ] · z ≤ 0.8 ∧

[ 0 1 ] ·M · z ≤ 0.8 ∧ [ 0 1 ] ·M2 · z ≤ 0.8,

wherez = [P[M(0) = A],P[M(0) = B]]T . Any pmf z that satisfies
the four constraints is a counterexample we are seeking. In
summary,

M |= ψ ⇔






























z ∈ IR2 :

[ 1 0 ] · z ≥ 0 ∧ [ 0 1 ] · z ≥ 0 ∧
[ 1 1 ] · z = 1 ∧ [ 1 0 ] · z > 0.9 ∧
[ 0 1 ] · z ≤ 0.8 ∧ [ 0.5 1 ] · z ≤ 0.8 ∧
[ 0.25 1 ] · z ≤ 0.8































= ∅,

and any feasiblez is a counterexample. Checking the emptiness
of the constraint set can be done by linear programming [28].
In general, iLTL model checking involves a series of feasibility
checking.

Observe that regardless of the initial pmf, there is a unique
limiting pmf: on every step the probability P[M(t) = A] is halved
and eventually the probability becomes zero. Hence, the unique
limiting pmf is [ 0 1 ]T ; eventually the atomic propositiona
becomes false andb becomes true. In fact, the longest durationa
is true is a single step when P[M(0) = A] = 1. From the second
step it becomes false. Also, the longest durationb is false is three
steps when P[M(0) = B] = 0: P[M(0) = B] = 0, P[M(1) = B] =
0.5, P[M(2) = B] = 0.75, and P[M(3) = B] = 0.875. In this paper,
we derive the minimum stepN such that all atomic propositions
in a given iLTL formula become constants.

As shown in the above example, iLTL model checking process
works as follows: given an iLTL specification and a multiple
DTMC model, we compute a search depthN and build a Büchi
automaton for the negated specification. Then, we look for a
feasible path of lengthN in the Büchi automaton.

A. Computation of Search Depth

We now derive the minimum time stepN from which all atomic
propositions of a given iLTL formula become constants. If all
atomic propositions become constants, then we can immediately
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determine the truth values ofX, U and R formulas, which leads
to an algorithm in the next section that removes all temporal
operators from iLTL formula.

Theorem 1: Given an iLTL formulaψ and a multiple DTMC
modelM of n individual DTMCs such thatTM = (S,M ), if

− M is diagonalizable, (4)

− |λn+1| < 1,

− nexp(ap) · x(∞) , 0 for all atomic propositionsap of ψ,

then there is a time stepN from which all atomic propositions of
ψ become constants.

Proof: If the first two conditions of Equation (4) are
satisfied, then the unique final statex(∞) can be computed. For
an atomic propositionap of ψ, let δ be nexp(ap) · x(∞), then

nexp(ap) · x(t) Z 0 ⇔ nexp(ap) · (x(t) − x(∞)) Z −δ. (5)

Note thatδ in Equation (5) is not zero, butnexp(ap) · (x(t)−x(∞))
converges to zero ast increases. Thus, depending on the com-
paratorZ and the sign ofδ, the truth value ofap will eventually
be settled on eithertrue or false.

Now, we find a monotonically decreasing upper bound and a
monotonically increasing lower bound ofnexp(ap) · (x(t) − x(∞))
that converge toward each other. Thus, when one of the bounds
becomes−δ, the value ofap does not change any more. Let
P · Λ · P−1 be a diagonalization ofM , then the upper and the
lower bounds can be found as follows.

∣

∣

∣nexp(ap) · (x(t) − x(∞))
∣

∣

∣ (6)

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

|S|
∑

i=n+1

r i · λ
t
i ·

















|S|
∑

j=1

P−1
i j · x(0)j

















∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤

|S|
∑

i=n+1

|r i | · |λi |
t ·

















|S|
∑

j=1

|P−1
i j | · |x(0)j |

















≤

|S|
∑

i=n+1

|r i | · |λi |
t ·

|S|
max

j=1
|P−1

i j |,

wherer = nexp(ap) · P. The outer sum of the second line begins
from n + 1; the first n summation corresponds tox(∞) and it
cancels thex(∞) of the first line. The last inequality holds because
0 ≤ x(0)i ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , |S| and

∑|S|
i=1 x(0)i = 1. Thus, the time

boundNap for ap is:

Nap = argmin
t∈IN

|S|
∑

i=n+1

(

|r i | ·
|S|

max
j=1
|P−1

i j |

)

· |λi |
t < |δ|.

The summation converges to 0 because|λi | < 1 for i = n +
1, . . . , |S|, thus the boundNap exists. The time bound for all
atomic propositions ofψ is:

N = max
ap of ψ

Nap.

The first condition of Equation (4) is used in computing the
search depthN. Although not every matrix is diagonalizable,
the diagonalizability condition can be easily regained by slightly
changing a defective matrix [37]. The second condition is neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique limiting
state. The last condition prevents the transient oscillating modes
which can keep changing the truth values of atomic propositions

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

upper bound

lower bound

a*x(t)

a*x(infinity)

b

N

time step

re
w

ar
d

Fig. 2. The upper and the lower bounds for an expected reward.The graph
labeled asa*x(t) is a·x(t) and the line labeled asa*x(infinity) is a·x(∞).

forever. In most cases, this condition can be satisfied by adding
or subtracting a small reward to the atomic propositions.

Figure 2 shows an illustration about the bounds of Theorem 1.
Let an atomic propositionap be a · x(t) > b. The oscillating line
in the graph shows the expected rewarda · x(t) over time which
converges to 1 (a · x(∞) = 1). The monotonically decreasing
and increasing lines are the upper and the lower bounds of
Equation (6). Note that the truth value ofap is changing over
time: false at step 0, true at step 10, false at step 20, and true at
step 30. However from step 39 (when the lower bound meetsb)
onward it is true.

B. Model Checking as Feasibility Checking

In this section, we explain how to remove all temporal operators
from iLTL formulas based on the search depth explained in
the previous section. After removing the temporal operators, the
formula can be converted toDisjunctive Normal Form(DNF)
whose satisfiability can be checked by examining the feasibility
of each conjunctive subformula as we have seen in Example 1.

Let N be the time bound found from Theorem 1, then the value
of iLTL formula for any timet ≥ N can be determined instantly
because:

M, x(t) |= X ψ ⇔ M, x(t) |= ψ, (7)

M, x(t) |= ψ U φ ⇔ M, x(t) |= φ,

M, x(t) |= ψ R φ ⇔ M, x(t) |= φ.

Using Equation (7) and the normalization functiona, we can
remove all temporal operators from an iLTL formulaψ. For
example, functionf in Figure 3 removes all temporal operators
from a given iLTL formula ψ such thatψ and f(ψ, 0) are
equivalent. The following theorem proves their equivalence.

Theorem 2: Given a multiple DTMC modelM and an iLTL
formula ψ, if the conditions of Equation (4) are satisfied then
M |= ψ ⇔ M |= f(ψ, 0).

Proof: We prove a stronger condition: for anyx and t,

M, x(t) |= ψ ⇔ M, x(0) |= f(ψ, t).

We prove the equivalence by induction on the structural tree
of iLTL formula ψ. The leaf nodes ofψ are T, F, or atomic
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f(ψ,t) {

if(ψ is T) return T

if(ψ is F) return F

if(ψ is an AP) return a(ψ, t)
if(ψ is (φ)) return f(φ,t)

if(ψ is ¬φ) return ¬(f(φ,t))

if(ψ is φ ∨ η) return (f(φ,t)) ∨ (f(η,t))

if(ψ is φ ∧ η) return (f(φ,t)) ∧ (f(η,t))

if(ψ is X φ)

if(t ≥ N) return f(φ,t)

else return f(φ,t+1)

if(ψ is φ U η)

if(t ≥ N) return f(η,t)

else return (f(η,t)) ∨

( (f(φ,t)) ∧ (f(ψ,t+1)) )

if(ψ is φ R η)

if(t ≥ N) return f(η,t)

else return ( (f(φ,t)) ∧ (f(η,t)) ) ∨

( (f(η,t)) ∧ (f(ψ,t+1)) )

}

Fig. 3. Functionf removes all temporal operators from an iLTL formulaψ.

propositions (ap), which are the induction base.

M, x(0) |= f(T, t) ⇔ M, x(t) |= T,

M, x(0) |= f(F, t) ⇔ M, x(t) |= F,

M, x(0) |= f(ap, t) ⇔ n(ap, t) · x(0) Z 0

⇔ n(ap, 0) · x(t) Z 0

⇔ M, x(t) |= ap

The induction hypothesis isM, x(t) |= ψ ⇔ M, x(0) |= f(ψ, t)
for any iLTL formula ψ and φ of height h or less. Letη be a
formula of heighth+ 1. Here, we prove only the following four
cases out of the seven cases of Figure 3. The rest can be proved
similarly.

• η = ¬ψ:
M, x(0) |= f(¬ψ, t)
⇔ M, x(0) |= ¬f(ψ, t) by the def. off
⇔ M, x(0) 6|= f(ψ, t) by the def. of |=
⇔ M, x(t) 6|= ψ by the induction hypothesis
⇔ M, x(t) |= ¬ψ by the def. of |=

• η = ψ ∨ φ: by the same sequence of reasoning of the case
η = ¬ψ,M, x(0) |= f(ψ ∨ φ, t)⇔M, x(t) |= ψ ∨ φ

• η = X ψ:
– case 1:t + 1 < N
M, x(0) |= f(X ψ, t)
⇔ M, x(0) |= f(ψ, t + 1) by the def. off
⇔ M, x(t + 1) |= ψ by the induction hypothesis
⇔ M,M · x(t) |= ψ
⇔ M, x(t) |= X ψ by the def. of|=

– case 2:t + 1 ≥ N
M, x(0) |= f(X ψ, t)
⇔ M, x(0) |= f(ψ, t) by the def. off
⇔ M, x(t) |= ψ by the induction hypothesis
⇔ M, x(t) |= X ψ by the steady state relation (7).

• ψ U φ:
– case 1:t+1 < N: by the same sequence of reasoning as the
1st case ofη = Xψ and by equivalenceψUφ ≡ φ∨(ψ∧X(ψUφ)),
M, x(0) |= f(ψ U φ, t)⇔M, x(t) |= ψ U φ.
– case 2:t+1 ≥ N : by the same sequence of reasoning of the
2nd case ofη = Xψ,M, x(0) |= f(ψUφ, t)⇔M, x(t) |= ψUφ.

When an iLTL formula is converted to DNF, the number of
conjunctive subterms can grow exponentially in terms of the
search depthN. For example, the conjunctive formulas of�(a∨b)
have

∧N
t=0 (a(t) | b(t)), where | is a choice operator. Thus, the

number of conjunctive terms is 2N+1; for largeN, model checking
becomes practically impossible. However, notice that there are
many common terms in the conjunctive formulas. If infeasibility
is found in the common terms, then we can skip checking
all the conjunctive formulas with the common terms. For this
computational efficiency, we build a Büchi automaton [7]; the
conjunctive terms are generated by unrolling the structureof the
Büchi automaton.

C. Büchi Automaton

A Büchi automaton is a finite state automaton that accepts
infinite strings. As regular automata have final states, Büchi
automata haveaccepting statesthat must be visited infinitely often
for a string to be accepted. For a finite state automaton to accept
an infinite string, there must be a loop in the automaton.

Formally, a Büchi automaton is a quintupleA =

(Σ,Q,∆,Q0, F), whereΣ is a finite alphabet (2AP in the expand
algorithm), Q is a set of states,∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is a transition
relation, Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial states, andF ⊆ Q is a set
of accepting states. Letσ : IN → Σ be an infinite string, then a
run ρ : IN → Q of A over σ is a mapping such thatρ(0) ∈ Q0

and (ρ(i), σ(i), ρ(i + 1)) ∈ ∆. An infinite stringσ is accepted by
a Büchi automationA if there is a runρ of A overσ such that
in f (ρ) ∩ F , ∅, wherein f (ρ) is a set of states ofA that appears
infinitely often in ρ.

A Büchi automatonAψ for an iLTL formula ψ can be built
by the expand algorithm so thatAψ accepts those and only those
strings accepted byψ [14]. While building the Büchi automaton,
the expand algorithm manipulates three sets of formulaeNew,
Old, andNextat each node, whereNewhas yet to be processed
formulas,Old has already processed consistent formulas, andNext
has the formulas that should be satisfied in the next step. After
recursively splitting, transforming, and merging the nodes, the
expand algorithm returns a graph such that the formulas, except
for the until formulas, in Old state of a node are satisfiable if
there is an infinite path from the node. The satisfiability foruntil
formula can be checked using the acceptance conditions of the
Büchi automaton: the accepting states ofAψ for a formulaψ U φ
are the nodesq such thatφ ∈ q.Old or ψ U φ < q.Old. That is,
an accepting run should eventually satisfyφ or the formula can
be satisfied without satisfyingψ U φ. For more details about the
expand algorithm please see [14].

D. Model Checking with Büchi Automaton

In this section, we explain an efficient iLTL model checking
algorithm based on a Büchi automaton. We also prove the
soundness of iLTL model checking and find the conditions under
which iLTL model checking is complete.

Let T be a tree of heightN (the search depth found in Theo-
rem 1), generated by unrolling the graph structure of the Büchi
automaton for the given formula, then each path ofT from the
root node to a leaf node can be regarded as a conjunctive formula
of DNF if the acceptance condition foruntil formula is considered
additionally. The path to a subtree ofT can be considered as a
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common prefix of all conjunctive terms in the subtree. Because
we are looking for a feasible path as a counterexample, if the
constraints collected along the prefix are infeasible, thenwe can
skip checking the subtree.

For simplicity, we define the set of atomic propositions that
needs to be satisfied at a nodeq as q.AP = q.Old ∩ AP. Also,
because the time index for a nodeρ(1) is 0, to reduce the
confusion, we assume that the index to the runs begins from−1.
That is,ρ : IN ∪ {−1} → Q such thatρ(−1) ∈ Q0.

Let a labeling functionL : IR|S| → 2AP be

L(z) = {ap ∈ AP : a(ap, 0)(z) is true} ,

where z ∈ IR|S| is an array of pmf’s. The labeling functionL
returns a subset ofAP that is true at the given state. An infinite
stringσx : IN → 2AP generated byM andx is defined as:

σx(t) = L(x(t)),

and the languageLM generated byM is defined as:

LM =

⋃

σx for all probability vector functionsx.

Let Aψ be the Büchi automaton of an iLTL formulaψ built
from the expand algorithm [14] and letLAψ

be the set of infinite
strings accepted byAψ. ThenM is a model ofψ if its behaviors
are within the behaviors corresponding to the specification.

M |= ψ ⇔ LM ⊆ LAψ
.

In practice, we check the emptiness of the intersection between
LM andLA¬ψ :

M |= ψ ⇔ LM ∩ LA¬ψ = ∅.

If the intersection is not empty, then any stringσx ∈ LM ∩LA¬ψ
is a counterexample that provesM, x(0) 6|= ψ.

The models of the classical LTL are Kripke structures, which
have finite number of states. In the model checking, an inter-
section automaton between the Kripke structure and the Büchi
automaton for the specification is built and its emptiness is
checked. However, in iLTL model checking, with its uncountably
large pmf space, the intersection automaton cannot be constructed.
Instead, we collect the normal form atomic propositions from the
runs of the automaton, and check whether this set of constraints
is feasible. The transitions from any feasible vector satisfy the
atomic propositions in the run. That is, letρ be an accepting
run of the Büchi automaton, then we check whether there is a
probability vector functionx that satisfies the constraint:

∞
∧

t=0

aset( ρ(t).AP, 0 )(x(t)).

Becauseaset(ρ(t).AP, 0)(x(t)) ⇔ aset(ρ(t).AP, t)(x(0)), instead of
finding the functionx itself, we look for its initial statex(0).
Also, becauseL(x(t)) = L(x(N)) for t ≥ N, we can reduce the
infinite number of conjunctions to a finite number as the following
theorem shows.

Theorem 3: If the conditions in Equation (4) are satisfied, then
Aψ accepts a stringσx if and only if there is a runρ such that

− ρ(m) = ρ(n), for n > m≥ N (8)

− ρ(k) ∈ F for somek ∈ [m, n]

−

n−1
∧

t=0

aset(ρ(t).AP, t) is feasible.

Proof: (only if) Let σx be a string accepted byAψ, then
there is a runρ over σx such that (ρ(t − 1), L(x(t)), ρ(t)) ∈ ∆
for t ≥ 0. Thus,

∧∞
t=0 aset(ρ(t).AP, t)(x(0)) is true. Becauseρ is

an infinite run andAψ has finite number of states, there is a
loop in ρ such thatρ(m) = ρ(n) and n > m ≥ N. Also, because
in f (ρ) ∩ F , ∅, ρ(k) ∈ in f (ρ) ∩ F for somek ∈ [m, n].

(if) Let x(0) be a feasible vector for the constraint set
∧n−1

t=0 aset(ρ(t).AP, t). Then, becauseσx(t) = σx(N) for t ≥ N, the
following run ρ′ is accepted byAψ.

ρ′(t) =

{

ρ(t) if t < m
ρ(t′) otherwise,

where t′ = m+ (t −m) mod (n−m+ 1).

That is,ρ′ is a stringρ(0), . . . , ρ(m−1)(ρ(m), . . . , ρ(n−1))ω. Thus,
σx is accepted byAψ.

Theorem 4: iLTL Model checking is sound.
Proof: If the conditions in Equation (4) are not satisfied,

then iLTL checker aborts model checking. If the conditions in
Equation (4) are met, iLTL checker returns true if and only ifthere
is no prefixρ(0), . . . , ρ(n−1) of a runρ for A¬ψ that satisfies the
conditions of Equation (8). Hence, because of Theorem 3 iLTL
model checking is sound.

Theorem 5: If the conditions in Equation (4) are satisfied,
iLTL model checking is complete.

Proof: If the conditions in Equation (4) are satisfied, then
we can compute the search depthN. Let R and R’ be subsets
of the state ofA¬ψ such thatR ⊆ R′, then if x is a feasible
point of

∧

q∈R′ aset(q.AP,N), then x is also a feasible point of
∧

q∈R aset(q.AP,N). Thus, in order to find a feasible run after index
N, we only need to check the shortest run to each loop. Since there
are finite number of loops inA¬ψ, finite number of paths of length
N in A¬ψ, and finite number of shortest paths fromρ(N) to each
loop, we can check whether there is a prefix of a run ofA¬ψ that
satisfies the conditions in Equation (8).

As described in Theorem 3, iLTL model checking algorithm
looks for a feasible loop after the search depthN. This search
can be duplicated for many runs. Using the fact that the atomic
propositions become constants after stepN, these redundant
searches can be eliminated: we build a minimal setF+ ⊆ Q
that has① the nodes of the loops ofAψ that have at least a
node inF and that could be cycled byL(x(∞)), and② the nodes
reachable to the loops byL(x(∞)). That is, letρ(l) · · · ρ(m) · · · ρ(n)
be a fragment of a run such thatρ(m) = ρ(n), ρ(k) ∈ F for a
k ∈ [m, n), and

∧n−1
t=l aset(ρ(t).AP,∞) is feasible. Then,F+ is a

minimal set of nodes that has the nodesρ(l) · · · ρ(n) of all such
fragments of runs. WithF+, a stringσx is accepted byAψ if and
only if

∧N
t=0 aset(ρ(t).AP, t) is feasible andρ(N) ∈ F+.

The time complexity of iLTL model checking is exponential in
terms of the search depthN as it examines all paths of lengthN
of A¬ψ. However, because we check the feasibility of common
prefixes of the paths together and skip checking the subtree if the
prefix is infeasible, model checking usually ends much faster; the
examples in this paper are checked in less than a minute on a
Pentium III machine. Also, because iLTL checker does not build
the intersection automation of the classical LTL, its automaton is
usually small.
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Fig. 4. A state transition diagram for the software reliability example.

VI. E

We provide two case studies to illustrate the usefulness of iLTL
model checking (the iLTLChecker model checker is available
at [1]). The first case study is asoftware reliabilityassessment.
This example shows how iLTL model checking can be used
to provide guidance in software design. The second example
is about drug administration safety. This example shows how
counterexamples can be used in computing desired parameters.

A. Case Study: Software Reliability

The reliability of a software system is the probability that the
system can successfully complete its tasks. Because reliability is
a key software quality metric, many companies use it as their
software quality gate. With the popularity of the component
oriented software designs, the reliability of a system is often
computed in terms of its component reliabilities. A system may
be modeled as a Markov chain, where its concrete states are those
of the software components and its transition probabilities are the
relative frequencies of the control transfers between components.
Such frequencies can be obtained by the operation profiling.

In [33], Markov chains are extended with afailure state to
assess the system reliability; the transition probabilities are scaled
with the reliability of the source component and directed edges
are added from each component to the failure state labeled with
1− reliability of the component. We extend this reliability model
with ideas fromscenario based software reliability model[39]:
we condition the transition probabilities based on user scenarios.
To do so, we prepare a DTMC for each scenario and examine
the system reliability in terms of the fractions of users in each
scenario.

We illustrate the application of our approach by using the
example of an online banking system (Figure 4). The system com-
prises of four components:Session, Transaction, Logging, and
DataBase. We define two DTMCs based on different scenarios:
(1) a User scenariofor user information management scenarios
such as changing a PIN number, and (2) a (Bank scenariofor
bank account management such as transferring balances. Both
scenarios begin by creating a session in the Session component.

In order to assess the reliability of the system, we extend the
system with three states, two of them representing (successfully)
Completedstates–one for each scenario, and aFinished state.
When the system completes an operation, the control moves to
the Finished state through one of the Completed states. But,if
there is a failure in a component, control moves directly to the
Finished state from the component. Thus, the total accumulated
probability at the Completed states is the reliability of the system.
Thus, supposerS=0.997, rT=0.992, rL=0.998, andrD=0.992are
the component reliabilities for the Session, the Transaction, the
Logging, and the DataBase components, respectively, then the
DTMC B for the online banking system is:

TB = (S,M ), where

S = {Su,Tu, Lu,Du,Cu} ∪ {Sb,Tb, Lb,Db,Cb} ∪ {Fn},

M =





















Mu 0 0
0 Mb 0
R R 1
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Mu =









































rS · 0.6 rT · 0.3 rL · 0.2 rD · 0.3 0
rS · 0.02 rT · 0.5 rL · 0.1 rD · 0.1 0
rS · 0.05 rT · 0.1 rL · 0.5 rD · 0.1 0
rS · 0.03 rT · 0.1 rL · 0.2 rD · 0.5 0
rS · 0.3 0 0 0 0
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Mb =









































rS · 0.3 rT · 0.2 rL · 0.2 rD · 0.1 0
rS · 0.1 rT · 0.5 rL · 0.1 rD · 0.1 0
rS · 0.1 rT · 0.1 rL · 0.3 rD · 0.3 0
rS · 0.2 rT · 0.2 rL · 0.4 rD · 0.5 0
rS · 0.3 0 0 0 0









































,

R =

[

1− rS 1− rT 1− rL 1− rD 1
]

.

Note that we have named the states by the first letters of the
components suffixed with either au for the user scenario, or ab
for the bank scenario.

As our first example, we check whether the reliability of the
system is larger than 95% regardless of the scenarios. Observe
that the reliability of the system depends on the portion of users
in each scenario. This problem can be solved by checking the
following iLTL formula:

ψ1 : a→ b, where

a : P[B = Su] + P[B = Sb] = 1,

b : Q[B = Cu] +Q[B = Cb] > 0.95.

The initial condition that all processes begin from the Session
state is enforced in the implicationψ1 by the premisea. In b, the
Q operator sums the accumulated probability at the Completed
states, thus measuring the reliability of the system. The reliability
requirement can be established by checking whetherB |= ψ1.
Results of executing the model checker show that the system
does not meet its reliability specification: if more than 94.1% of
the users are in the bank scenario, then the reliability is less than
95%.

As a second example, suppose that the DataBase component
is not designed to handle more than 10 processes accessing it
concurrently, and suppose that the system does an admission
control so that up to 100 users can use the system at the same time.
Then, it would be reasonable to constrain the system such that the
probability of a process being in the DataBase state never exceeds
0.1. Under these assumptions, we can again check whether we
achieve 95% reliability. The following iLTL formula describes
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this requirement:

ψ2 : (a∧ � c)→ b, where

c : P[B = Du] + P[B = Db] < 0.1.

� c specifies that the probability of a process being in the
DataBase state is always less than 0.1. If this condition is satisfied
for each process and if there are at most 100 users in the system,
then the expected number of processes at the DataBase component
is always fewer than 10. Thus,ψ2 is a specification about the
reliability with this constraint. The model checker shows that
B |= ψ2 is true, i.e. the system meets the 95% reliability threshold.

B. Case Study: Drug Administration

When we take a pill, it is absorbed from the stomach and the
gut and it delivered to the liver through the portal vein. From the
liver, the absorbed drug is delivered to different parts of our body
in a bound form with the plasma. The drug then has its effect on
the target tissue and it is then eliminated from our body through
the liver or the kidney. In Pharmacokinetics, drugAbsorption,
Distribution, Metabolism,andElimination (ADME) processes are
often explained by the compartment model [34], [35]: organswith
similar drug absorption characteristics are modeled as a com-
partment and the drug molecules make transitions between these
compartments. In the compartment model, the amount of drug
leaving a compartment is proportional to the drug concentration
of the compartment, thus satisfying the Markovian property.

We represent the compartment model as a DTMC such that
each compartment is a state, and the transition probabilities be-
tween the states are the probability that a drug molecule is moving
from one compartment to the other during a sampling time. Drug
kinetics is described by the amount of drug or the number of drug
molecules in certain compartments. Due to the large number of
molecules, it might be impossible to model the state of the drug
as a Cartesian product of all molecule locations. However, if we
model the state of the drug as a pmf that a randomly picked
molecule is in a certain compartment, then the large number of
molecules will make the pmf an accurate representation of the
actual fractions of the drug in certain compartments.

A drug is active if more than a certain level of the drug is
concentrated at the target tissue, and the drug takes effect if
the active state is maintained for a certain duration. However,
because the drug concentration is decreasing exponentially as it
is metabolized, it is not desirable to increase the dose in order
to increase the active duration of the drug, especially for drugs
with fast clearance rates. Also, certain drugs are toxic to some
organs, so drug dosage should be limited. A well known way to
increase a drug’s active duration is to coat the drug so that its
absorption rate is reduced. However, this will also delay the first
drug effect. Thus, a mixed use of coated and uncoated drugs is a
common practice. In our approach, we model the drug absorption
process using a multiple DTMC model in order to find a dose by
iLTL model checking. Specifically, we model the behaviors ofthe
coated and the uncoated drugs in two different Markov chains and
examine their combined effects using a multiple DTMC model.

Figure 5 shows a state transition diagram for the drug absorp-
tion process. The concrete states in the model are the compart-
ments and the status of the drug:Sto, Gut, Liv, Kid,andPla are
the representative compartments of the stomach, gut, liver, kidney,
and plasma;Dru, Clr, andRemare the drug status: intake, cleared,
and remaining.

Dru Rem

Sto

Gut

Liv

Kid

Pla

Clr

pSG

pSL

pLP

pLC

1−pLP−pLC

pPL

pPK

1−pPL−pPK
pGL

pGC

1−pGL−pGC

1−pSG−pSL

pKP

pKC

1−pKP−KC 1

1 1

Fig. 5. A state transition diagram for the drug administration model.

We introduce the stateRem to describe the specification in
physical units, such as milligram, and find the dose in physical
units from the model checking results. Note that as far as the
prediction equation is concerned, a DTMC is a linear system.That
is, if we scale the initial state, ignoring the fact that it isan array
of pmf’s, then the trailing states also scale by the same amount.
In order to scale the pmf’s we introduce the non-interactingstate
Rem: if we scale a pmf byu, then we put the rest of the probability
1−u in theRemstate. For example, letM be a DTMC withTM =
(S,M ), and letM′ be a DTMC withTM′ = (S∪ {R},M ′), where
R is a fresh sink state. Now, suppose thatx is a counterexample of
M |= �P[D = Kid] < 0.1, then [u·xT , 1−u]T is a counterexample
of M′ |= � P[D = Kid] < 0.1 · u for any 0< u < 1. Thus, we
can use the physical units in model checking. In Figure 5,Remis
introduced as the non-interacting sink node, and then it is drained
to the other sink stateClr in order to ensure that the model has
a unique final state.

We build the Markov chain model assuming that the sampling
period is 30 (min). The transition probabilities during a sampling
period are as follows: 30% of the drug in the stomach moves to
the gut (pSG), 1% of the drug in the gut clears without being
absorbed (pGC), 30% of the drug is absorbed from the stomach
(pSL) and the same portion of the drug is absorbed from the gut
(pGL). To distinguish the absorption rates of the coated drug and
the uncoated drug we suffixed them withc for the coated drug
andu for the uncoated drug. The absorption rates for the coated
drug are dropped by 90% in the stomach (pSLc=0.1·pSLu) and
60% in the gut (pGLc=0.4·pSLu). From the liver, 80% of the drug
is cleared (pLC) during the sampling period and 10% is returned
to the plasma (pLP), and from the kidney 80% is cleared (pKC)
and 10% is returned to the plasma (pKP). Also, from the plasma,
40% is moved to the liver (pPL) and 40% is moved to the kidney
(pPK). Clr is the only absorbing state in the DTMC model that
does not have any outgoing links.

We assume that the drug is active if more than 8 (mg) of
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var: # Transition probabilities

pSG = 0.3, # stomach to gut

pGC = 0.01, # unabsorbed

pSLu = 0.3, # stomach to liver

pGLu = 0.3, # gut to liver

pSLc = pSLu*0.1, # stomach to liver when coated

pGLc = pGLu*0.4, # gut to liver when coated

pLP = 0.1, # liver to plasma

pLC = 0.8, # cleared from liver

pKP = 0.1, # return from kidney

pKC = 0.8, # cleared from kidney

pPL = 0.4, # plasma to liver

pPK = 0.4 # plasma to kidney

model:

Markov chain D # DTMC for uncoated drug

has states :

{ Dru, Rem, Sto, Gut, Liv, Kid, Pla, Clr},

transits by :

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;

1, 0, 1-pSG-pSLu, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;

0, 0, pSG, 1-pGLu-pGC, 0, 0, 0, 0;

0, 0, pSLu, pGLu, 1-pLP-pLC, 0, pPL, 0;

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1-pKP-pKC, pPK, 0;

0, 0, 0, 0, pLP, pKP, 1-pPL-pPK,0;

0, 1, 0, pGC, pLC, pKC, 0, 1

],

Markov chain C # DTMC for coated drug

has states :

{ Dru, Rem, Sto, Gut, Liv, Kid, Pla, Clr},

transits by :

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;

1, 0, 1-pSG-pSLc, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;

0, 0, pSG, 1-pGLc-pGC, 0, 0, 0, 0;

0, 0, pSLc, pGLc, 1-pLP-pLC, 0, pPL, 0;

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1-pKP-pKC, pPK, 0;

0, 0, 0, 0, pLP, pKP, 1-pPL-pPK,0;

0, 1, 0, pGC, pLC, pKC, 0, 1

]

specification: # iLTL Specification

id : P[D=Dru] + P[D=Rem] = 1,

ic : P[C=Dru] + P[C=Rem] = 1,

e : P[D=Pla] + P[C=Pla] > 0.008,

k : P[D=Kid] + P[C=Kid] < 0.005

˜ ( (id /\ ic)

/\ (e \/ X e \/ X X e \/ X X X e)

/\ <> ( e /\ X e /\ X X e /\ X X X e /\

X X X X e /\ X X X X X e )

/\ [] k

)

Fig. 6. iLTL description for the drug absorption example.

the drug is concentrated at the plasma, we also require that its
concentration level at the kidney never exceeds 5 (mg). In order
for the drug to be effective, we require that its active concentration
level should be maintained for 3 hours (6 sampling periods),and
we want to have the first drug effect no later than 2 hours (4
periods).

Figure 6 showsiLTLCheckerdescription for the drug absorp-
tion model and specification [1]. The description begins with an
optional variable description block that begins with thevar: tag.
Note that in an iLTLChecker description, any string from # to
the end of the line is treated as comments and ignored. Next,
a model description block is defined: it begins withmodel: tag,
where a list of DTMCs are defined separated by commas. Each
DTMC description has the same name as that of the DTMC,
its set of states, and its probability transition matrix. Finally, an

iLTL specification block follows the model description block.
This block begins with aspecification: tag. In this block, an
optional list of atomic propositions is defined first and thenan
iLTL specification is described. In an iLTLChecker description,
the logical connectives arẽ, /\, \/, ->, <-> for ¬,∧,∨,→
,↔, and the temporal connectives areX, U, R, [], <> for
X , U , R ,� ,^ .

In Figure 6, P[D = Dru] + P[D = Rem] = 1 means that all the
uncoated drug is either inDru state or inRemstate. Similarly,
P[C = Dru] + P[C = Rem] = 1 means that all the coated drug is
either in Dru state or inRemstate. Because the drug inRem
state is cleared directly and does not interact with other states,
the probabilities P[C = Dru] and P[D = Dru] are the doses for
the coated and uncoated drug.

Note that, because subformulaid ∧ ic does not have any
temporal operators, it describes an initial condition. Thenext
subformulae∨Xe∨XXe∨XXXe states that the drug concentration
at the plasma should be larger than 8 (mg) within 3 steps. This
subformula is about the fast drug effect. The next subformula
^ (e∧ X e∧ X X e∧ X X X e∧ X X X X e∧ X X X X X e) specifies a
constraint on the duration of the active concentration level. The
eventuallyoperator (̂ ) ensures that this condition will occur.
Finally, the last subformula� k is about the drug concentration
level at the kidney: it should never exceed 5 (mg).

The specification to our model checker is the negation of the
desired goal. Thus, if the DTMC is not a model of the negated
specification, then the counterexample is the prescriptionthat
would satisfy the original goal. The model checking result is:

Depth: 15

Result: F

counterexample:

pmf(D(0)): [ 0.213311 0.786689 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]

pmf(C(0)): [ 0.533555 0.466445 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]

In the result above,Depth: 15 means that the search depth
N is 15. Note that the search depth is printed before the actual
search begins. Thus, if this number is too large, we can modify
the conditions to make the problem more tractable. The next
line Result: F means that the DTMC is not a model of the
specification. Because we are checking the negation of the desired
formula, the counter example is the dose that we need. The last
two lines are the counter example: the initial pmf’s for the 8
states. That is, if we take 0.213 (g) of the uncoated drug and
0.534 (g) of the coated drug, then within 2 hours more than 8
(mg) of the drug is concentrated at the plasma and the active level
lasts for more than 3 hours. Also, the drug concentration in the
kidney never exceeds 5 (mg).

Figure 7 shows the drug concentration levels over time at the
kidney and at the plasma, when the amount of drug specified in
the counterexample is taken. The dashed lines on both graphsare
the concentrations due to the uncoated drug, the dot-dashedlines
are the concentrations due to the coated drug, and the solid lines
are the total concentration by both types of the drug. Note that
the uncoated drug causes a fast rise and a fast decline in the drug
concentration level, whereas the coated drug has a slow riseand
a slow decline. Thus, by mixing the two forms of the drug, we
can get the desired result: a fast and long lasting effect. The solid
lines show how the specification is satisfied: the concentration
level at the kidney never exceeds 0.005 and the desired active
concentration level (more than 0.008) is maintained at the plasma
for more than 6 hours.
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Fig. 7. Drug concentration at kidney and plasma.

ssa: P[C=Sto]<P[C(12)=Sto]+eps, ssb: P[C=Sto]>P[C(12)=Sto]-eps,

sga: P[C=Gut]<P[C(12)=Gut]+eps, sgb: P[C=Gut]>P[C(12)=Gut]-eps,

sla: P[C=Liv]<P[C(12)=Liv]+eps, slb: P[C=Liv]>P[C(12)=Liv]-eps,

ska: P[C=Kid]<P[C(12)=Kid]+eps, skb: P[C=Kid]>P[C(12)=Kid]-eps,

spa: P[C=Pla]<P[C(12)=Pla]+eps, spb: P[C=Pla]>P[C(12)=Pla]-eps,

id : P[D=Rem]=1

˜ ( ( ssa /\ ssb /\ sga /\ sgb /\ sla /\ slb /\

ska /\ skb /\ spa /\ spb )

/\ <> ( e /\ X e /\ X X e /\ X X X e /\

X X X X e /\ X X X X X e )

/\ [] k

/\ id

)

Fig. 8. iLTL description for the steady state drug administration.

Note that the desired effect could not be achieved if we did not
mix the coated drug and the uncoated drug. For example, if we
modify the initial conditionsid or ic as id: P[D = Rem] = 1 and
ic: P[C = Rem] = 1, then model checking result becomes true,
proving that the desired effect cannot be reached. That is, there
is no way to achieve the goal with a single type of drug.

We now consider a slightly more difficult problem. In oral drug
administration, we cannot assume a constant intake of the drug.
Usually, the drug is taken at certain periods or intervals. Thus,
the drug concentration level fluctuates following the drug admin-
istration period. Hence, it is important to maintain a concentration
level near the desired level. Note that if we take more drug than
the amount of drug that has cleared, the concentration levelwill
increase gradually and may reach a dangerously toxic level.If
we take less drug than the cleared amount, then the concentration
level will decrease and the drug will not be effective.

We solve the oral drug administration problem as follows. We
check whether there is a repeatable state with certain periodicity
and find the amount of drug to take in order to maintain the
repetition. Suppose that the drug administration period is6 hours
(12 samples). Also, because we do not need the fast effect during
the steady period, we only use the coated drug. The repetition
condition can be expressed as:

P[C = Sto] = P[C(12)= Sto] ∧ P[C = Gut] = P[C(12)= Gut] ∧
P[C = Liv] = P[C(12)= Liv] ∧ P[C = Kid] = P[C(12)= Kid] ∧
P[C = Pla] = P[C(12)= Pla].
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Fig. 9. Drug concentration level at the kidney and the plasma, when the
drug is taken at 6 hour interval.

Note that P[C = Dru] and P[C = Rem] can be regarded as an input
on which we can freely control, and P[C = Clr] is the state for
the cleared drug that we do not need to consider. To express our
constraints, we use the time offset operator: P[C(12)= Sto] is the
12 step future probability of P[C = Sto]. One problem in using
these constraints is that the equality holds at the limitingstate,
which violates the third condition of Equation (4):

lim
t→∞

P[C(t) = Sto] = lim
t→∞

P[C(t + 12)= Sto].

Thus, we use an approximation in Figure 8, witheps= 0.00001.
With this specification, we got the following result:

Depth: 86

Result: F

counterexample:

pmf(D(0)): [ 0.000 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 ]

pmf(C(0)): [ 0.680 0 0.008 0.259 0.043 0.003 0.007 0 ]

Note that with the use of smalleps, the search depth is
increased to 86. However, even with the increased depth, it takes
less than a second to get the result on a Pentium III machine.
The fast result is mainly due to the early pruning of infeasible
subtrees in the model checking process. Also, in general, the
model checker will finish more quickly if the result is false,
because it can avoid searching the rest of the search space once
a counterexample is found.

The results show that P[C(0) = Dru] = 0.680 is the amount
of drug to take to maintain the repeating state. The probabilities
P[C(0) = Sto] = 0.008, P[C(0) = Gut] = 0.259, P[C(0) = Liv] =
0.043, P[C(0) = Kid] = 0.003, and P[C(0) = Pla] = 0.007 are the
amount of drug at the stomach, the gut, the liver, the kidney,and
the plasma when the repeating cycle begins. Also, we do not use
the uncoated drug because P[D(0) = Rem] = 1.

Figure 9 shows the drug concentration level at the kidney
and the plasma when 0.68 (g) of the coated drug is taken at 6
hour intervals. Note that the 3 hour concentration level constraint
at the plasma is satisfied for each drug administration and the
concentration level at the kidney never exceeds its toxic limit.

VII. C

In this paper, we presented a new probabilistic temporal logic
called iLTL and its model checking algorithm. Because iLTL
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specifies properties involving pmf transitions from all possible
initial pmf’s of DTMCs, it provides an effective and complete
method to check the global properties of large scale systems. We
extended the logic so that it can specify parallel transitions of
multiple DTMCs. Using this extension, we can easily compare
the performance of different systems or check their combined
effects. As one of our case studies illustrates, by using model
checking to find counter examples of a negated goal. iLTL model
checking can find desirable parameters.

We proved thesoundnessof iLTL model checking and showed
the easy to satisfy conditions under which iLTL model checking is
complete. If these conditions are satisfied, then there is a bound
after which all atomic propositions of iLTL become constants.
This enables the use of bounded model checking [6]. For a
large bound, it might be interesting to compare the performance
between a Büchi automaton based checking andBinary Decision
Diagram (BDD) based symbolic model checking [30].

Performance can be a concern in some iLTL model checking,
if a large number of initial states must be checked or they must
be checked to a great depth. One of the time consuming aspects
of iLTL model checking is the search for a feasible vector while
traversing the graph of a Büchi automaton. Fortunately, feasibility
checking in a subtree of the graph can be done independently
of other subtrees, which allows the possibility for implementing
distributed iLTL model checking to improve performance.

We believe that iLTL is a useful logic to specify and verify
aggregate global properties of large scale systems. The ability
of our iLTL model checker to find desirable initial conditioncan
make it a useful tool in the design process for concurrent systems.
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